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: 1 November >961
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; MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. James tt. Hunt. Jr.,
< Deputy Chief. Cl Staff
J
i SUBJECT: Mivjaet C. £UMAN (201*306566) :
i Mutual Contact of William Hamilton MARTIN
' and of AEMU81CAD
I

REFERENCE: Your Memorandum dated 13 October 1961
■- • re: “The MkM Caso" ■ i

| 1. Thanh you very much for your memorandum of 13 October. [
j referenced above, and for the enclosed contact report, including j
’ AEMUSiCAD'o report on the information be acquired from Subject ,
j concerning the letter's iutarview by ONI and contact *ith William I

i Hamilton MARTIN. Neither the biographic data on SU MAN contained '
i therein, nor hie close association with both MARTIN and Bomon i
I Ferguson MlTCHEDL were known to us hitherto. Neither were we i
I aware of his apparently extensive correspondence with MARTIN. It i
; has net bsan possible to date to verify through special sources whether j
i Subject's correspondence with MARTIN continued after MARTIN'S i
t disappearance from tho United States. W o have not as yet received
| tho latest KSA report of investigation, which would include the CM
j report of interview of Subject, since this document apparently has - !
1 been delayed in publication and transmittal. However, we have been j
j advised th&t the document in question should be available tn approai- >
i mate I y one week to ten days, at which time we shall provide you with !
j the ONI report of their interview of Subject. j

2. la reply to the query outlined fa paragraph 3 of your memo- ]
random, we seo little point in attempting to discourage A £ MUSIC AL. |
from passing this information to the Soviets, both on basis of his past ■■
performance la reporting, and because the KGB undoubtedly already is 
aware of SU WAN's relationship to MARTIN. MITCHELL. and A EMU SI CAI— 
As a consequence, it would not appear necessary to request ONI to
clear thia information for passage to the Soviets by AEMUS1CAL, par
ticularly since it assist be assumed that the KGB is monitoring all mail 
sent and received in the USSR by MARTIN and MITCHELL.. la order 
to simplify the handling of thio information both within this Agency and 
the customer agencies involved, it is suggested that a straight CSC1
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diesemiB&tion of the information obtained by the agent from Subject be 
prepared by W £/1 for GN1* with copies to r»SA, the FBi and this office* 
each diasemination to be coordinated with Chief. Fl/D, prior to release 
by the CI Staff. Sect handling, we believe, will enable W£/l to provide 
the appropriate source description and references to earlier correspond
ence with ONI oa tala case, in such manner so to permit ready internal 
ONI coordination in thio matter, and .to protect the identity of. ths. agent 
as well &n to Joint operational equities of both the FBI and thin Agency 
in this case. Mr. J-udlom of your staff, whe is familiar to some 
extent with the T1DRAMA/AEMUS1CAE ease, has indicated that this 
method of handling the information will.simplify any further coordina
tion with the Navy on matters with which he is concerned.

). For your convenience we are forwarding for your information 
as Enclosure A, herewith, a reconstructed chronological outline of the 
KGB knowledge of the relationship between AEMUS1CAE • Subject - 
MARTIN and MITCHELL. Enclosure A is based upon information con
tained in those documents on the case, which were made physically 
available to this office for review through the efforts of Mr. Hal 
Granquist, WS/l^E. who holds the actual 201 filo on thia case, includ
ing all operational reporting beginning with January 1961. Cur review, 
therefore, was limited to the throe-volume T1DKAMA Operational Filas, 
covering the period 1957 through Uecembor 1960, which files were 
found in the custody of Airs. Gertrude Wecker of SR/CI/RLD. 
hr... Granquist advised that it would not b® possible for us to havs ' 
similar Icon of the material since December I960, for reasons outlined 
la his note, which is included in Enclosure B. However, Mr. Granquiat 
volunteered to review the entire 201 file in our behalf, and to extract 
the pertinent information on SUMAN from.said file, and to forward such 
information to this office. To date, such review has produced only one 
such extract, copy of which is attached as Enclosure B.

4« Your particular attention It, invited to the fact that review of 
the TIDRAMA Operational Files revealed that the bulk of the reporting 
on this case, including the identities of UDR AMA-1 /AEMUSICAL's 
personal acquaintances, contacts, and operational reporting targets 
on whom he has passed information to the KGB, have never been 
indexed into RID Indices, and therefore are not reflected in a name 
check submitted by other desks or divisions to the Central RID/Index 
Section. As a consequence such name check will net in any manner 
reflect to the requestor that there is any information on such individual 
held in Vv E/1, even though extensive information may be available, and 
even indexed in W£/l card files. This volume of unindexed reporting 
includes internal CIA communications between Headquarters and Field 
stations, as well as reports to and from the FBI and other U. b. Agencies 
some of which include extensive background data on certain of the agent's.



contacts. Th® failure of WE/1 to provide for RYBAT carding of tho 
identities mentioned in the AEMUSICAi. reports, for v.hieh there is 
ample provision undcr._GSN-43-J5, datod'dl.May 1959, has resulted, 
ia the dispatch is Subject's case, of an official Agency memorandum 
dated Z November i960, addressed to the National Sscudty Agency 
and the FBI, advising that CIA indices contained no references id eat i- 
liable with Michael C. HUMAN of Sierra-Wadre, California, who was 
a listed reference-of William Hamilton Ki AH T Bi. £or your convenience 
a copy of this memorandum la attached as enclosure C. Undoubtedly 
a copy of the memorandum itself, er of the information relayed therein 
was made available to l-KI by NSA prior to actual ONI contact and inter
view of SUMaN. Ao a result of our receipt of the information forwarded 
with your referenced memorandum, a physical recheck was conducted 
cm 19 October 1961 of all HID/Index cards on file in Central RID/Index 
in the surname of HUMAN. This exercise revealed that as of that date 
there were absolutely no cards filed under the name of Michael C.
SUMAN as of that date. This check, was made prior to our contacting 
of Mr. Gcanonist later that day or shortly thereafter, with regard to 
possible prior reporting un HUMAN, which may have been provided by 
the agent In advance of tho latest report. Mr. Granquiot readily 
admitted that there had been some previous reporting, but stated that 
none of these references had been indexed in or for HJD/Index, since 
ba doesn't bsliove in Indexing every name that appears in operational 
reporting as a contact t>f tbs agent, that is 'unless .we have some 
operational interest in such person,, and heretofore *s have never had 
oay each Interest in SUMAN. ' He also indicated that HUMAN'® name 
had been passed to the KGB by ALMUSICAL. ' some time ago, probably 
around the turn of the.year,11 but was not able to come up immediately 
with a specific-date, or reference in which details of this report to the 
KGB was recorded. He also indicated that despite passage some time 
ago (actually about 18 mouth® prior to the report forwarded with refer
ence) by AKXiUSICAb of hiichanl-C. bUMAN'o same to tho KGS as an 
individual with whom tha agent maintained personal contact, he did not 
feel that thio fact, par ee, transformed HUMAN into the category of 
persons “of operational interest to ua. ' When queried for further 
details on such reporting, Granquist indicated that he thought he knew 
just about vhere these reports were Located in the file, ” and volunteered 
to extract the pertinent information and forward same to this office. 
However, he indicated that he did not believe he would be able to let 
us borrow ths actual Z01 file, which is on permanent charge to WE/l, 
and to permit us further detailed study of the material therein, since 
tha files were in constant use at the de«k. However, he went on to state 
that he would be perfectly willing to 1st us borrow the earlier T ID RAMA 
files held by Mrs. 'Aecker, if we preferred to conduct such review 
ourselves, rather than relying upon his-review and extrading of pertinent
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materials from these files. This offer was accepted, and Mrs. Potocki 
eubeequently borrowed the files held by Mrs. V- ecker; the results of 
thia check revealed the details of AEMUblCAJL's reporting on his con
tacts with SUMaN, insofar as such details are reflected in the T1DRAMA 
operational files, and are summarised in Enclosure A.

5. It is obvious from even a relatively superficial review ef these 
materials, that AEMUS1CAL has never been questioned in detail by his 
CIA case officers on hi a relationship with or to fit’MAN and a number of 
ether individuals, whose names appear throughout this correspondence, 
ft either does he appear to have been debriefed in depth on the substance 
of the iniar mation he passed to the Soviets on such persons during the 
individual meetings he had with the KGB, much less regarding the 
reaction of the KGB handier t® any of the names, or the follow-up 
queries put to him by the soviet Case Officer orally during the course 
of any particular meeting when such information was passed. This 
statement, of coarse, is based upon the operational reporting prepared 
by the Case Officer in Stockholm, and 1s obviously subject to possible 
correction in ths event such details are covered in the individual con* 
tact reports prepared after each meeting by the CIA handler, such 
reports not having been scanned or read in the course of this review. 
Unless &esh details do appear in the contact reports, it would appear 
that eouf'-e has withheld much of the detail af hie conversations with 
his Soviet handler, either ca & witting basis the motivation for which 
must be established, or unwittingly, possibly because ho was not asked 
for these details. Under the circumstances, you may wish to consider 
eadertakieg a thorough C& review of ths* entire A E. MUSIC AL. case, in 
order that a detailed debriefing of the agent may be undertaken upon 
his return to the United States, and prior to his re-transfer to the con
trol of the FBI. We note that despite indications to the field that the 
desk was preparing traces on AKMUhICAL.'e multitudinous contacts, 
the files reviewed reflect the results of such tracing efforts on only a 
small proportion of the agent's associates and contacts.

6. It is requested that the writer be kept advised of any further 
action contemplated in thia case, as well as of any further information 
developed about source's contact with SUMAK or any other persons 
figuring in the ZR.GRACE case.

WllfifiAM K. HARVEY 
Chief, Fl/Division D

Enclosures
A. B. C.
1 w/enc.
1 w/enc.

D. E, F.a&d G £ 
- 201-282338Z 
- 201-308566 -
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ENCLOSURE A

fleeonstructed Chronology of KGB Knowledge of Michael C. SU MAN'S
Connection'uith-A-ELtUSiCAL and with ZRGBAC E Priiacipals -1

J

1. Per CSC I-5/760, 672, dated 12 July 1960, addressed to the 
FBI, oe p..gc H there is mentioned a ' general questioning by SLABOV 
cf AEMUSICAL with regard to hie contacts la the U.S. during the 
meeting between SLABOV and AEMUSICAL on IS fa'-ay 1959. It must 
be presumed that SU WAN's name likely came up at thia time, in ligbt- 
of information developed at a later date showing SUM AN io have been 
the person who exerted the most Influence over AEMUSICAL in his 
youth, according to A i. MUSICAL'S own admission.

2. At ths 16 July 1959 meeting with SLABOV, his KGB handler, 
AKMUSICAL was instructed by 8LAECV to prepare and submit to 
8LABOV at ths next meeting a “very complete life history of himself, 
(cf para. 9, OSSA-8812, dtd 24 July 1959) According to the same 
reference, the CIA Case Cffieer, Timothy F. Noggle met with 
AEMUSICAL on 17 July, at which time he obtained the above info, and 
in para 17 ths GIA handler states:

“17. Wo gave T/l the green light on his life history telling 
him to furnish a complete and truthful report .to TIPRAM.A/3,.: 
The portent ef T73's 'high-level' scheme for T/l Is hard to deduce 
and harder yet to accept at face value. For the time being it 
seems beet to maintain our wait-and-see policy, particularly 
because the-Soviet trip-should produce'a firm.decision- on the 
Soviet side as to whether or not T/l is worth all this bother...."

3

Since the next AEMUSICAL (then still TIDRAmA/1) contact with the 
KGB was echeduledfor 3 August 1959, to be followed by a meeting with 
Noggle on 6 August, it must be presumed that at least at thio time 
AEMUSIGAL'a close friendship and continuing contact with Michael C. 
SUMAN was brought to the attention of the KGB. However, it is note
worthy that throughout the operation, there is very little detailed' 
reporting from the field on the exact details of what A £ MUSICAL, told 
the KGB handler at each meeting regarding each ofhis personal con
tacts. Subject's case is a perfect example. Actually there is no 
detailed record of exactly when or what AEMUSICAL told the KGB 
about his friendship with Subject, other than the items contained in 
this chronology. Neither does there appear to be any reporting of the 
depth to which KGB representatives probed into this relationship, the 
reaction shown by the KGB handier when AEMUS1CAL first indicated he



was a friend of SUMAN'e, etc. Since AEMUSICAD (than TIP X A MA) 
actually was la contact with the KGB Resident in Stockholm, hraa 
BORISOV in 1957 prior to hie contact with KU BARK through the local 
ODA CIO installation, there always remains the possibility that SUMAN 
may in some yet unexplained manner have played seme'role in BORISOV*0 
contact with AEMUSICAL of which source either is witting but to which 
ho does not admit, or of which the agent is entirely unwitting.

3. CSG1-3/756, 896 addressed to the FBI under date of 9 October 
1999, page 5, para 5, indicates that TiDRAMA did tn fact provide 
SUABGV with the requested detailed personal biographic history state
ment, such information presumably having been passed, as planned, 
on 3 August 1939. If SU WAN's name had not previously come up in the 
oral questioning of AEMUSICAL referred to in para 1, above, it surely 
must have come out on this occasion.

4. Inasmuch as SLABGV requested AKMUSiCAL. to provide him 
with an address at which he could be reached while in the U.S. in the 
fall of 1959, although the record indicates merely that he thereupon 
supplied 8 LA BOV with his mother's address in California, in view of 
the information reported to hie headquarters handlers in October 1939 
prior to leaving Washington, it must be presumed that Ai-MU^AL 
also provided SUMAN's name and address to the KGB, one of the 
persons he planned to contact and visit with while in tb@ U.S.

5. WE/1 and the FBI were aware,, in.advance, of TIDRAMA'e 
plans to contact SUMAN while on the West Coast during the period•" 
27 October through 5 November 1959, according to the original plans, 
as indicated in attached memorandum dated 29 October 1959, addressed 
by W£/l to Mr. Miler of Cl/Qpa/Sovsat. (Kncl. D) The original ofthis 
document was found interfiled in the TWiAMA Operational Files held 
by bR/Cl/BED.

6. Following TIDEAMA's return from above referenced West 
Coast trip in October-November 1959, during which time be was 
attempting to obtain certain classified information from hio California 
CSeiaCto in order to Comply with the KGB requirements given him by 
SI, ABC V before he left Stockholm, T ID A AM A was again debriefed and 
briefed by the headquarters case officers of WE/1, with report of his 
U.S. trip forwarded to the field as OS S V--6379, under date of 13 Nove nabs r 
1959. Apparently this pouch was not coordinated with Mr. Miler, and 
it la apparent that no copies of the complete pouch were provided to him 
following dispatch to the field, in light of various memoranda referring 
to OS5W -6379, all of which are.addressed to Cl/Cpe Sovsat and begin 
with a memo dated 9 August 1960 concerning SUMAN. Copies of these



memos are attached for your convenience as Enclosures £ and F, Con
trary to the impression conveyed tn Amidon's memorandum of 9 August 
i960, a closer reading-of CSSW-6379 reveals that his visit with SUMaN 
occupied the entire period of his stay in California, i. e. from 27 October 
through 3 November 1939. to the exclusion even of visiting the Inyokern 
Naval Station where Source 'c mother w a a employed, and concerning- 
which ha held certain £.£1'0 from the Soviet case officer. Under the 
circumstances, his contact with SUMAN cannot bo dismissed as lightly 
as Amidon's taerao might indicate, and it is very doubtful that TIDdAMA 
would have-been able to get off with as superficial a report to his KGB 
handler as ho appears to have done with respect to the VE/1 case 
officers responsible for his handling at the lime.

7. As Enclosure G. please find a copy of the report TIDRAMA 
prepared on his contacts in California, which was prepared by the Desk 
asd passed to Mr. Ludium for clearance by appropriate U.S. Agencies 
for passage. This memorandum vss made available to this office by 
Mr. Ludlum during the week of JO October 1961. The memorandum 
itself is dated 17 November 1969. and according to Mr. Eudluxn's nata
tion was ,a bourn to the FBI on that date, and subsequently returned on 
J December 1959. Please note SUMAN's name ic included.

8. According to Mr. Granquiet's memo to Mrs. Potocki. (cf. 
Encl. B) there allegedly Is no further mention of SUMAN in the 
TIDRAMA/ AE MUSIC AL, file other than that forwarded by Granqulat 
with hie note, and the report forwarded to us with referenced memo
randum.

9. Following disappearance from ths United States of MARTIN 
and MITCHE'ul. in July I960, end after initial request for assistance 
from this Agency, NSA mads avaitable>in early August I960 photocopies 

<f the PHS forms completed by MARTIN and M1TCHEL.L. for employment 
with NSA. each forms being dated 11 July 1957. three days after they 
reported for duty at Fort Meads. Examination of MARTIN'S employ
ment application revealed that he had listed Michael C. SUMAN of 
Sierra Madre. Califoraa. as a personal reference in one case, and as 
a credit reference In another place, indicating that he had known him 
for a period of feur years, l.e. since 1953. However, inasmuch as 
there was no indication that SUMAN had been connected in any way 
with MARTIN'S military service la Japan, it was assumed that SUMAN 
was a casual acquaintance and not an intimate friend.

10. Subsequent mention of SUMAN in NSA reports dated 11 September 
1961 and 1 March 1961 repeat information reported in para 9 above, and 
reflect that SUMAN'S name was checked through-the ECU A-indices 6a - ?



4 October I960 by NSA inveetigatojfs with negative roeaito. Wo have 
ae yot net received the next consolidated NSA report of investigation, 
which may contain the results of the ONI interview of SUMAN, which 
to mentioned ia enclosure to year memorandum of 13 October;l%l.


